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Fire Starter Breakfast Club
Join us for the Breakfast Club - the creative way to start your day!
Glasgow

18th

Brainwash Proofing Education
What if, at the heart of our education system was not creativity, innovation,
entrepreneurialism, or even pupil-led learning, but instead a desire to prevent
brainwashing in our learners?
Edinburgh

28th

Design Your Own Launch
In true Fire Starter style, our ‘Design Your Own’ Launch will spark your curiosity
and ignite your imagination. Come along to be part of something truly
magical.
Dundee

29th

Find your Authentic Coaching Voice. Working with Structural Dynamics –
A Theory of Face to Communication
Structural Dynamics is a powerful framework that helps leaders and coaches
understand and optimise their communications. This session introduces you to
Structural Dynamics, a theory of face to face communication, developed by
Dr David Kantor of the Kantor Institute, Boston, MA.
Glasgow (2 Sessions)

I DO Like Mondays
Transcend the January gloom and join us on an exploration of our best
experiences of change. When we pay attention to what we love rather than
what we find tough about work, what possibilities for change emerge?
Edinburgh

Young People Co-designing
This practical event will be centred around the ‘Young Scot’ Co-design
approach.
Oban Dunoon

Cheers! Slainte! Cheers!
Come and explore how young people can design a positive relationship
with alcohol when socialising with friends, family or drinking alone.
Argyll

Community Nurses as Catalysts for Change
Our Fire Starter event will celebrate the accomplishments of the seven latest
QNIS Catalyst for Change projects; from the creation of a Men’s Shed to a
breastfeeding awareness & education initiative for children and young
people.
Edinburgh

Hopes & Dreams for your Children’s Future
This ‘Conversation Café’ will tease out and explore your hopes and dreams
for your children’s future (whatever their age) and explore what support
and steps can be taken to make these a reality!
Oban

Scottish Approach to Service Design & Outcome-based Journey Mapping
This session will introduce the Scottish Approach to Service Design and how
you can use this to improve engagement with the services you offer and
how to design them with, not just for citizens.
Edinburgh

Hard to Reach or Easy to Ignore?
Services often describe people as being ‘hard to reach’. How can we seize
the many opportunities that people present when experiencing heightened
vulnerability.
Argyll

30th

Fire Starter Breakfast Club
Join us for the Breakfast Club - the creative way to start your day!
Edinburgh

CivTech Open Studio
At the open studio event you will have the chance to meet the team, learn
about our process and innovation flow and chat to some of our companies.
You can also work through defining a challenge for your own organisation
and get involved in CivTech 4.0.
Edinburgh

One Team Gov Scotland Fire Starter Meet Up
This meet up will provide space to explore how we can better work together
to improving the services we offer to citizens and how we work.
Edinburgh

Demsoc Film Screening: Peterloo
Open for all film screening of Peterloo and open discussion. Mike Leigh’s
new film Peterloo is based on the events surrounding the infamous 1819
Peterloo Massacre.
Edinburgh

31st

Fire Starter Breakfast Club
Join us for the Breakfast Club - the creative way to start your day!
Glasgow

Moving from Awareness to Action
Media Education uses participatory video as means for people with lived
experience to influence the policy and practice affecting their lives.
Edinburgh

Escape: The role of facilitation in relation
to group dynamics
This experimental event will explore how the concepts of Escape Rooms can
aid our understanding of group dynamics
Edinburgh

Hopes & Dreams for your Children’s Future
This ‘Conversation Café’ will tease out and explore your hopes and dreams
for your children’s future (whatever their age) and explore what support
and steps can be taken to make these a reality!
Helensburgh

What’s In A Network
How do we use the networks that we have? How can we use these
networks for positive change or actions?
Edinburgh

February
4th

Illuminating Mindfulness
This participatory, interactive event is for all those who are interested in how
we are using mindfulness practice to support transformation and well being
Edinburgh

Pathways to Prosperity 3: Convivial Entrepreneurship
Challenge perceptions of the ‘lone wolf’ or genius entrepreneur by showing
how real and lasting impact is typically generated through the coming
together of likeminded people with complementary skills, talents & interests.
Glasgow

Practising change together – towards appreciative & collaborative evaluation
This workshop develops the ideas and themes from the FSF2018 event
“Reigniting Evaluation” and contributes to discussions about the need to
create cultures of embedded learning and evaluation, so that evidence
about ‘what works’ really does get used well by funders and commissioners
of services, practitioners, citizens and communities.
Edinburgh

5th

SHAREArgyll Rucksacks & Rebels
A creative action art meet up using writing, music and photography and arts
and dialogue to discuss raising awareness about rural youth homelessness
in Argyll
Oban

Govan Community Project co-produce their first strategic plan
Join Govan Community Project as we launch and celebrate our first
strategic plan!
Glasgow

6th

Fire Starter Breakfast Club
Join us for the Breakfast Club - the creative way to start your day!
Edinburgh

Older & Bolder
Your chance to meet a team of campaigners in their 70s 80s and 90s. We’re
redefining the meaning of health and wellbeing in later life.
Erskine

7th

Creating effective digital learning for health and social care
Find out how to design digital learning resources that have a direct impact
on the learner’s practice and encourage a culture of learning within teams
and services.
Glasgow

Creativity: It’s A Way Of Life
What does creativity mean to each of us? What does it cause? What does it
achieve?
Edinburgh

Higher or lower – how well do we know our neighbourhoods?
Whether you know lots or little about Glasgow, join us for a cuppa to test your
knowledge and talk through how we really understand what’s happening in
our communities.
Glasgow (4 Sessions)

9th

Hopes & Dreams for your Children’s Future
This ‘Conversation Café’ will tease out and explore your hopes and dreams
for your children’s future (whatever their age) and explore what support and
steps can be taken to make these a reality!
Campbeltown

10th

Hopes & Dreams for your Children’s Future
This ‘Conversation Café’ will tease out and explore your hopes and dreams
for your children’s future (whatever their age) and explore what support and
steps can be taken to make these a reality!
Dunoon

firestarterfestival.com

